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When talking about a complex application, the first thought of the majority of developers is splitting
the logic into pieces. For building the smaller parts, nowadays micro services architecture is a fastgrowing popular choice. But there was a time when people used to rely on a com
component-based
development approach to satisfy the need for building components. Something happened during this
interval that shifted the point of view. This article proposes to find out the relation between micro
services architecture and component-based
component
architecture. The focus of this research is towards finding
how micro services and components are perceived in the opinions of scientists and IT professionals as
they are exposed online.
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INTRODUCTION
The evolution of technology has brought about many
breakthroughs that are changing the way we live. There is a
continuous need to innovate and technologize, using less time
and less effort. Due to the need to be closer to and cover more
of the needs of the user, the applications
ations are becoming
exponentially more complex than the ones already available on
the market. In order to simplify the process of development it
is necessary to split the bigger systems into smaller parts.
These can cover smaller logics, are more easily unit
un tested and
help the development team to work at the same time on
different topics without having to understand the whole system
when handling changes of certain parts. There are a few
solutions available for this problem but the ones that make the
subject
ct of this research paper are component based-software
based
architecture and microservices architecture. The above analysis
was obtained by conducting a search on Google Trends
regarding how the topics of component-based
component
software
engineering and microservices were covered between 2004 and
May 2019 (Fig.. 1). The results show that in 2004 componentcomponent
based software engineering was a frequently looked up term in
Google’s search engine.
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During the subsequent years the interest in this topic dropped
and by July 2014 it was surpassed by the rising interest in
microservices. Today we can observe that the topic of
microservices has overtaken the world’
world’s attention from the
component-based
based software approach. Starting from this
discovery the aim of the current paper is to find the correlation
between the disappearance of component
component-based software
architecture and the emergence of microservices. To achieve
the
he goal of this quantitative study the paper is structured into
four main parts that cover the way components are viewed in
regards to microservices. The first two parts present details
regarding components and microservices, shedding light on the
principles
es behind them. The third part describes the way data
was gathered for this quantitative study, offering insight into
the points that were taken into consideration into this analysis.
The last part outlines the results of the research aggregated and
presented
ted along with some mentionable examples that
illustrate them. The study will be an eye
eye-opener towards how
the relationship between components and microservices is seen
through the eyes of the specialists as their opinions emerge
from scientific articles, online opinions and answered
questions.
Understanding
Component
Component-based
architecture:
A
component is a piece of software that encapsulates certain
functionalities to fulfill a clear purpose. Just like a Lego piece,
a component should be able to interact according to a welldefined interface and behavior to other components within the
system (Petritsch, 2019)
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The idea of components appeared more than fifty years ago
when McIlory (1976) suggested the concept of commercial
software component production. After this, the methodology of
component-based software development emerged encouraging
the building of software systems by combining existing
developed components. By using the component way of
thinking you must also use a standardized way of developing.
The components are units that have well-defined interfaces,
with a specific behavior, fallowing clear specifications
(Washizaki, 2003). They are built with the purpose of
reusability in mind, having to think everything from the
perspective of families of systems and no longer as single
systems. A component is developed to achieve a purpose, to
cover a well-specified user need.
Understanding Micro services architecture: Microservices
architecture refers to the structuring of an application into
separate pieces that are loosely coupled. By loose coupling we
understand the idea that every part has little to no knowledge
about how other parts, that help build the whole system, are
designed. In building microservices for a software application
the programing language and the frameworks do not represent
certain standards. Microservices are independently running
which means they can use their own database, functions and
language independently from the other parts that make up the
application. To summarize, microservices are an architecture
in which the process of software development is done by using
autonomous components that isolate fine-grained business
functionalities and communicate with each other through
standardized interfaces (Hassan, 2017).
The idea behind microservices is to benefit from isolated units
that are autonomous by coordinating them into distributed
infrastructure by lightweight container technologies, such as
Docker or Kubernetes (Rocha, 2018) Usually, when adopting
this model of architecture, the developers also adopt an agile
practice, such as DevOps, to be able to reduce the time
between implementing a change in the system and transferring
it to the production environment (Aderaldo, 2017).

RESEARCH METHODS
The main purpose of this paper is to highlight the relation
between component-based software development (CBSD)
architecture and microservices architecture based on various
sources to present an overview of this dilemma. The main
question that this research proposes to answer is: are
microservices seen as components?
To be able to have a clear overview of the above- mentioned
question, it was necessary to keep in mind some other
questions that will help with our process:




What are the differences between CBSD and
microservices?
What are the similarities between CBSD and
microservices?
How do people see these two concepts: different,
complementary, swappable?

Paper selection: The search process involved an online search
on three levels to provide a rich overview of how this topic is
perceived through academic groups, company people and other
IT professionals:

 Scientific papers: Google Scholar, Research Gate ,
Science Direct
 Online articles: Medium, private blogs, etc.
 Question and answer platforms for IT professionals:
Stackoverflow.com,
Softwareengineering.stackexchange.com etc.
The terms used for the gathering of the resources were:
“Microservices vs. Components”, “ Microservices vs CBSD”,
“Differences between CBSD vs Microservices”. Based on the
first results it was observed that SOA vs Components and SOA
vs Microservices was a better-researched topic and some of
these results were included in this study by doing the
extrapolation from SOA to Microservices by previously
acquired knowledge.
Process: For filtering the information a three-step process was
used. In the first step, 157 of scientific articles, 54 of informal
articles and 32 of questions were reviewed. In the second step,
the summaries were analyzed and the findings were narrowed
to 57- 31- 10. In the final step, the selections were read and
analyzed. The ones that were not relevant to the study were
removed. In the end the number of sources was: 13 scientific
articles, 10 online sources and 4 questions with 9 answers in
total. For each study the idea behind it was extracted by
keeping in mind the questions to be answered. Next, the data
were aggregated into an Excel file, structured on levels (points
of view of the scientific publications, opinions of the nonscientific articles, answers of the IT professionals on online
platforms) and altogether to have a deeper understanding on
sources point of view. This way, a quantification of different
opinions:
how many studies see the components and
microservices as swappable, how many see them as different,
or how many see them as complementary was obtained. The
resulted numbers are further discussed in the next paragraph.

RESULTS
The results of the research are presented at the source level and
as a whole to paint a picture close to reality. This way we can
have a better understanding of how different types of
professionals are tackling the same subject. After quantifying
the different opinions exposed in the selected scientific studies
on their view of the concepts of components and
microservices, Fig 2 was obtained. The obtained graphic
(Fig.2) shows that more than 60% of the authors consider that
components and microservices are a result of evolution
through the idea that concepts can grow together. Only 8% of
the articles perceived microservices as components with no
important impact on the logic of the application when
switching them from one to another. More than 30% of the
articles portrayed clear differences between the two concepts.
When looking through the internet for answers to questions
regarding how microservices and components are seen the
different opinions seem to be shared equally. The quantified
answers are shown in Fig 3. So in the analysis of the relevant
answers to questions on topics regarding the relation between
microservices and components, a smaller number of
perspectives (45%) than in the case of scientific articles
considered that they are complementing each other, while 22%
of the respondents considered that they are different
architectures that do not intersect. For 33% of the responders
the concept can be easily swappable as they bring the same
benefits without having much trouble in interchanging them.
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Figure 1 Google Trends analysis
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Figure 2 Perspectives from the scientific studies
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Figure 3 Perspectives from the answers to the questions
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Figure 4 Perspectives from the online sources
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18%
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Different
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Figure 5 Overall perspectives

When analyzing online articles, that are published on different
technical blogs by IT professionals, the opinions have a
different spread than the other two sources reviewed before.
The quantified points of view
iew are shown in percentages in Fig
4. So, in the case of the online sources ((Fig. 4), only 67% of
the opinions consider that the two concepts complement each
other, while 16% see them as different and 17% consider that
they can be easily swapped. An over
overall perspective of the
opinions no matter the source is shown in Fig 5. Further, the
three perspectives of the relation between microservices and
components are discussed in relation to the graphic.
Complementary: As we can see from Fig. 5, most of the
analyzed
alyzed points of view perceive microservices as an evolution
from the component-based
based development. They consider that
the development process can grow significantly by taking
advantage of both architectures by using one on top of each
other, combining them. A noticeable mention for exemplifying
this perspective is the study published by R. M. Parizi
"Microservices as an Evolutionary Architecture of
Component-Based
Based Development" (Parizi, 2019). The article
focuses on the advantages of microservices that coul
could benefit
from a component-based
based approach. The observations highlight
that the market is expecting from the microservices the part of
software reusability and from the components the part of
scalability. The proposal of the author is using microservices
as components as a promising way and a good mechanism to
redesign applications that were used to be developed using
component-based
based architecture. In the article entitled “Towards
an understanding of microservices” (Shadija, 2017)
component-based
based development is seen as a point of start for
evolving to microservices architecture. With the passing of the
years, the newer concept proposes a higher level of granularity
that is not forced to respect a certain level of standardization in
the matter of programing language or behavior.
Swappable: As the numbers show, some perspectives see no
impediments in switching components for microservices. For
them there are no noticeable differences, advantages or
challenges that could stop the repl
replacement of one component
with the other. In the first step of selection there were a lot of
articles that did not have a clear distinction between the term
“component” and “microservice”, addressing statements like
“Microservices are components ...”, or using components as a
synonym for microservices. These studies were not taken into
consideration. One example in underlining the swappable
aspect is the article of Bogner et al., “Microservices in
Industry: Insights into Technologies, Characteristics, and
Software Quality” (Bogner,
Bogner, 2019
2019). This study shows how
microservices are used by various software companies. To
have a real overview, the author interviewed a couple of IT&
software companies. Through its cases there were three online
shops where the component-based
based architecture was replaced
with microservices architecture.
Different: Although at a lower rate there are still points of
view that consider that microservice architecture is quite
different from component-based
based software engineering. One
example is the article of Bridgwater, “Microservices are not
the same thing as components ““(Bridgwater, 2016). In this
study the author draws some fine lines of the distinction
between microservices and components. He underlines that,
even though there are studiess that stipulate that a microservice
should be structured to run independently from the platform,
whereas the components are bound to the context of the
software system structure they are used for, there are some
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components that also run independently and are transferrable.
The author’s remarks regarding the peculiarity of these two are
about the fact that the microservices can be written in different
programming languages, with no restriction on the data
storage, while the components are bound to the application
structure (programing language, data storage). He concludes
that microservices should be seen ”not as a distinctly different
"thing" in relation to components, but as an architectural style
in its own right”(Bridgwater, 2019). In the same article there
are some additional points of view. Dan Scholnick, an investor
in Docker, Code Climate and New Relic and microservices
enthusiast, expresses how he sees components as a general
term for a single microservice within a microservices
architecture, making a point in favor of the swappable aspect.
On the other hand, Mark Davis, chief executive of ClusterHQ,
argues that microservices are specifically styled-components
and so comparing them is “like comparing an electric fourwheeled automobile with a mode of transportation”
(Bridgwater, 2019), making a point in favor of complementary.
Conclusion
With the rise of the impact of technology over human lives and
the increase of complexity for software applications it becomes
more clear the reason why people of today are interested in
splitting the systems into smaller parts. This paper focuses its
attention on two of these approaches: microservices
architecture and the component-based architecture. The paper
attempts to demystify the ambiguous usage of term
components in a microservices interested world by analyzing
different perspectives. The existing literature is the starting
point. By investigating and reviewing different opinions in
regards to the relation between components and microservices
some conclusions are drawn. Throughout the study, the
differences and similarities between the two concepts (which
define the way they are seen) were the main concerns in
conducting the study towards the main question: are
microservices seen as components?. Different opinions from
scientific articles, online sources and public answers to
different questions were analyzed from a critical point of view
and sorted into categories. The categories were in relation to
how microservices and components are perceived as different,
complementary or swappable. In order to lead to a quantitative
overview the numbers were aggregated. All of the three
perspectives showed up that when thinking about
microservices and components we talk about a complementary
relation no matter if the microservices are improving the
components or the components are enhancing the
microservices. Some opinions argued that components and
microservices are “not the same thing” and that their
differences cannot be overlooked. In smaller percentage
components and microservices were seen as similar and easy
to be swapped one with the other. As a general result, scientists
and IT professionals embraced the fact that microservices
architecture is an evolution from the components-based
software development, but also the idea that either one of these
concepts can still learn something from the other.

alternatives through entrepreneurial initiative (EXCIA)",
coordinator The Bucharest University of Economic Studies”.
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